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The mammalian embryos Caudal Lateral Epiblast (CLE) harbours bipotent progenitors, 
called Neural Mesodermal Progenitors (NMPs), that contribute to the spinal cord and the 
paraxial mesoderm throughout axial elongation. Here we performed a single cell analysis of 
different in vitro NMPs populations produced either from embryonic stem cells (ESCs) or 
epiblast stem cells (EpiSCs) and compared them to E8.25 CLE mouse embryos. In our 
analysis of this region our findings challenge the notion that NMPs can be defined by the 
exclusive coexpression of Sox2 and T at mRNA level. We analyse the in vitro NMP-like 
populations using a purpose-built Support Vector Machine (SVM) based on the embryo CLE 
and use it as a classification model to compare the in vivo and in vitro populations. Our 
results show that NMP differentiation from ESCs, leads to heterogeneous progenitor 
populations with few NMP-like cells, as defined by the SVM algorithm, whereas starting with 
EpiSCs, yields a high proportion of cells with the embryo NMP signature. We find that the 
population from which the Epi-NMPs are derived in culture contains a node-like population, 
which leads to suggest that this population probably maintains the expression of T in vitro 
and thereby a source of NMPs. In conclusion, differentiation of EpiSCs into NMPs 
reproduces events in vivo and suggests a sequence of events for the emergence of the 
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Introduction 
In mammalian embryos, the trunk consists of the endoderm, the spinal cord and the 
derivatives of different kinds of mesodermal (axial, paraxial, intermediate and lateral plate). 
Much of our current understanding regarding the development of this body region has 
focused on two progenitor cell populations: the node, that will give rise to the axial 
mesoderm (Beddington, 1982; McGrew et al., 2008; Tam and Beddington, 1987) and the 
Neural Mesodermal Progenitors (NMPs), a bipotent stem cell population that contributes to 
the spinal cord and the paraxial mesoderm (PXM) (Henrique et al., 2015; Selleck and Stern, 
1991; Wilson et al., 2009). Both populations are closely related within the anterior region of 
the Caudal Epiblast (CE) in the embryo (Wymeersch et al., 2016). This association persists 
for as long as the node is visible, between stages E7.5 and E9.0 (Fig. 1, Fig. S1 and 
(Wymeersch et al., 2016; Wymeersch et al., 2019; Yamanaka et al., 2007). It is not clear 
when the NMPs arise but their association with the node suggests that they might emerge at 
the same time, around E7.5, from a multipotent population (Edri et al., 2019); the NMP 
population must then proliferate to sustain the axial extension process. Absence of the node 
results in severe axial truncations (Ang and Rossant, 1994; Davidson and Tam, 2000; 
Weinstein et al., 1994), suggesting a relationship between the node and the establishment 
and maintenance of the NMPs. However, little is known about these interactions. 
The earliest identifiable NMPs emerge in the CE of E8.25 embryos distributed between the 
Node Streak Border (NSB) and the Caudal Lateral Epiblast (CLE) (Cambray and Wilson, 
2007; Wymeersch et al., 2016; Wymeersch et al., 2019). They are associated with the 
coexpression of T (Brachyury), Sox2 and NKx1-2 (Henrique et al., 2015; Steventon and 
Martinez Arias, 2017; Wilson et al., 2009). However, molecular analysis in embryos is 
limited, because of accessibility to primary material and the challenging temporal resolution. 
To circumvent these difficulties, over the last few years Embryonic Stem Cells (ESCs) have 
emerged as a useful model for mammalian development. In the context of axial extension, it 
has been possible to generate NMPs in vitro from Pluripotent Stem Cells (PSCs) (Edri et al., 
2019; Gouti et al., 2014; Gouti et al., 2017; Lippmann et al., 2015; Tsakiridis and Wilson, 
2015; Turner et al., 2014). These studies provide large quantities of material and allow the 
study of details that are difficult to obtain in vivo, particularly the structure and the genetic 
profile of the NMP population. In these studies, it is important to establish the relationship 
between the in vitro and the in vivo populations. A recent study aiming to do this and by 
using an ESCs based protocol, has established some features of an ESC derived NMP 
population (Gouti et al., 2017). 
Here we perform a single cell analysis of different in vitro derived populations comparing 
them to those in the E8.25 embryo CLE (Ibarra-Soria et al., 2018; Pijuan-Sala et al., 2019), 
where NMPs can be clearly observed (Cambray and Wilson, 2007; Wymeersch et al., 2016; 
Wymeersch et al., 2019). We perform this analysis with a Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
based on the reference CLE embryo data. We use the SVM as a classification model to 
analyse the different in vitro NMP-like populations and show that while ESCs derived CLE-
like populations are heterogeneous and contain few NMP-like cells, EpiSCs derived one, 
produce a high proportion of cells with the embryo NMP signature. Importantly we find that 
Epi-CE, the population from which the Epi-NMPs are derived (Edri et al., 2019), contains a 
node-like population and we show that this population can maintain the expression of T in 
vitro. Our results suggest a sequence of events for the NMPs emergence, which we discuss 
here. 
Results 
To understand the complexity and identity of the cell populations that emerge when 
recapitulating NMPs in vitro and how they relate to the embryo CLE, we characterized these 
populations at a single cell level. We focused our study on the populations that we have 
described in (Edri et al., 2019) and extracted mRNA from single cells of ES-NMP, (Edri et 
al., 2019; Turner et al., 2014), Epi-CE and Epi-NMP (Edri et al., 2019), as well as of the T 



















reference for the in vivo population, we used a gene expression data set containing 7,006 
cells from E8.25 embryos (Ibarra-Soria et al., 2018; Pijuan-Sala et al., 2019). However, 
rather than using the complete data set, we performed an in silico dissection of the caudal 
region of the embryo (Fig.1). We selected cells coexpressing Sox2 and T - putative NMPs 
(Cambray and Wilson, 2007; Henrique et al., 2015; Koch et al., 2017; Tsakiridis et al., 2014; 
Wymeersch et al., 2016; Wymeersch et al., 2019); cells that express Sox2 and Nkx1-2 but 
do not express T - preneural progenitors (Henrique et al., 2015; Schubert et al., 1995); and 
cells that express T but not Sox2, Mixl1 or Bmp4, which represent mesodermal progenitors 
and exclude progenitors for the endoderm (Mixl1) and the allantois (Bmp4) (Dunty et al., 
2014; Lawson et al., 1999; Robb et al., 2000; Wolfe and Downs, 2014). We refer to these 
three population as NMP, preNeuro and preMeso respectively. The extraction process 
yielded 498 cells that represent the caudal region of the embryo (108 NMP cells, 133 
preNeuro cells and 257 preMeso cells).  
In vitro derived populations reflect temporally overlapping embryonic populations 
As a first step in our analysis we performed batch correction analysis between the embryo 
and the in vitro population datasets, based on the detection of mutual nearest neighbours 
(MNNs) in the high-dimensional expression space ((Haghverdi et al., 2018) and Fig. S2-S3). 
For the batch corrected data we implemented Seurat package (Butler et al., 2018; Stuart et 
al., 2018) to observe how the cells clustered together (Materials and Methods). The number 
of clusters tested was between 2-8 and following the projected cells in tSNE plots coloured 
according to the conditions and clusters (Fig. 2A-B), Seven clusters were chosen for the 
downstream analysis. The marker genes that distinguish between clusters are shown in Fig. 
S4. The tSNE plots in Fig 2A-B allowed us to obtain a first approximation of the 
transcriptional complexity of the different samples. There is an overlap between the different 
NMP-like populations to themselves and to the cells from the embryo in the dimensionally 
reduced gene (Fig. 2B).  
Fig. 2B revealed how each cluster relates to the different samples. Cluster 3 is composed 
mainly from Epi-CE-T, cluster 5 from ES-NMP and cluster 6 from E8.25 and Epi-CE-T. Using 
the major reference genes of the CLE gene expression signature (Fig.1, Fig. 2C and Fig. 
S5), we observe a spread in the markers expressed by the different populations which can 
be used to determine their identity. Cluster 5 contains cells that express pluripotent markers 
(Nanog, Rex1 also known as Zfp42, Sox2, Esrrb, Fgf4) whereas cluster 3 exhibit cells with 
node identity (T, Foxa2, Nog, Chrd, Shh) and cluster 6 cells that express mesodermal 
markers (Tbx6, Cited1, Msx1 and Msx2), the range of Hox genes (Hox1-Hox9) and CE 
markers (Wnt3a, Fgf8, Cdx2, Cdx4, Cyp26a1). Clusters 0-2, are composed from cells 
belonging to the ES-NMP, Epi-CE, Epi-CE-T and Epi-NMP population, and exhibit some 
similarity to the gene expression profile of cluster 6.  
Analysis of the gene expression patterns associated with each cluster (Fig. 2C and Fig. S5), 
revealed the heterogeneity of these populations, particularly in the ES-NMP sample, where 
we can find cells with a mixed signature of pluripotency (Nanog, Rex1, Sox2, Esrrb, Fgf4), 
primed epiblast (Fgf5, Otx2 and Cdh1), a later epiblast population that expresses some CLE 
and NMP markers as well as cells with a neural identity and others with mixed mesodermal 
characteristic. Overlapping with the last population, we notice a group of cells with mixed 
potential expressing Mixl1 and Fgf17 together with Evx1, Hoxb9, Oct4 (also known as 
Pou5f1) and Wnt genes which might represent the posterior primitive streak population that 
will give rise to mesendodermal tissue (Dunty et al., 2014; Kojima et al., 2014; Robb et al., 
2000; Wolfe and Downs, 2014).The heterogeneity of the ES-NMPs confirms the conclusion 
from our previous ensemble study (Edri et al., 2019) that differentiation in the absence of 





















The Epi-NMP population is enriched in cells with expression profiles clearly associated with 
E8.25/8.5 embryo - expression of Cyp26a1 and Cdh2- and absence of Otx2, Oct4, Cdh1 
and Fst, all of which are associated with earlier stages of the embryo (E7.5, Fig. 2C and 
compare gene expression of E8.25 CLE embryo to Epi-NMP in Fig. S5). In vitro, Epi-NMPs 
are derived from Epi-CEs (Materials and Methods and (Edri et al., 2019)) which can explain 
how the expression of the different genes indicate a progress in the developmental stage 
from Epi-CE to Epi-NMP (early epiblast markers in Epi-CE versus CLE markers in Epi-NMP, 
Fig. S5). We also observe that Epi-NMPs, but not Epi-CE, contains a few cells differentiated 
into mesoderm as highlighted by the expression of Tbx6, Meox1 and Aldh1a2 (Fig. S5). 
Most surprisingly, we notice that the Epi-CE population, but not Epi-NMP, contains cells 
coexpressing genes associated with the node e.g. Nodal, Foxa2, Ccno, Chrd, Nog and Shh 
(Fig. S5). A similar population can also be found in the Epi-CE-T and suggests the presence 
of node-like cells in the Epi-CE population. These cells are very reduced in the Epi-NMP 
population, following the characteristic of the E8.5 CLE (Fig. 1).  
The above observations provide support for our conjecture that that Epi-CE and Epi-NMP 
correspond to temporally consecutive populations in the embryo, which probably reflect a 
spectrum between E7.5 (emergence of the node (Davidson and Tam, 2000), Epi-CE) and 
E8.25/8.5 (Epi-NMP), when NMPs are clearly discernible (Wymeersch et al., 2016; 
Wymeersch et al., 2019). The temporal sequence can also be observed in the pattern of Hox 
genes expression as the Epi-NMP population expresses more posterior Hox genes than the 
Epi-CE (Fig. S5)  
The NMP landscape in the E8.25 embryo 
To interpret the in vitro derived cell populations, we used the caudal cells dissected in silico 
from the E8.25 embryo to build an SVM pipeline that would enable us to map the NMP-like 
cells to the in vivo CLE. As a first step, we attempted to identify phenotypically distinct 
populations amidst the three pools of cells that we had defined based on their pattern of T, 
Sox2 and Nkx1-2 expression (Fig. 3A). After processing the single cell data, for both the 
embryo and the in vitro samples, we found a total of 14,822 genes that can be used for the 
analysis (Materials and Methods). To provide identifier genes associated with the CLE 
region, we based our gene selection on the report from Koch et al. 2017, in which the 
authors perform an ensemble analysis of the caudal region of the E8.5 embryo based on the 
levels of Sox2 and T. This work identified 1,402 genes that, together, provide specific 
signatures for five distinct subpopulations in the caudal end of the embryo: Group 1: axial 
elongation and trunk development; Group 2: early mesoderm, Group 3: later (committed) 
mesoderm, Group 4: early neural and Group 5: later (committed) neural ((Koch et al., 2017) 
and Table S3).  
In this study, the marker genes of Group 1 are significant in cells that are positive for Sox2 
and T and are hence defined as putative NMPs. Moreover, these cells also have significant 
expression of marker genes from Groups 2 and 4, which are upregulated in cells that are 
defined as early mesoderm (Group 2) and early neural (Group 4). We used these 1,402 
genes and add to them 69 genes which expressed in the decision-making region of the 
embryo according to the literature (Table S1 and (Edri et al., 2019)), yielding 1,471 genes 
which were reduced to 1,342 after removal of genes whose mean expression is zero (Table 
S2). These 1,342 genes were used to cluster the embryo data using a SC3 R package 
(Kiselev et al., 2017), an algorithm based on k-means clustering (Materials and Methods).  
The analysis yielded an optimal number of four clusters in the E8.25 cells (Fig. 3A, Materials 
and Methods) and 96 marker genes that act as discriminating identifiers of the clusters 
(Table S3). The top ten marker genes associated with each cluster are visualized in Fig. 3A. 
Having allocated cells to the 4 clusters based on their gene expression, we looked to see 
how each of the three functional groups (NMPs candidates, preNeuro and preMeso) that 



















Cluster 1 is a mixed cluster, composed of the three cells categories: NMP candidates, 
preMeso and preNeuro (Fig. 3A and Table S3); 71% of its 28 marker genes are part of the 
NMP profile gathered from the literature, including Cdx4, Nkx1-2, Fgf8 and Fgf17 (Fig. 3A, 
Table S3 and (Koch et al., 2017)). Cluster 2 is mainly composed from cells defined as 
preMeso and the most highly expressed genes in this cluster exhibit a mesodermal affiliation 
(lateral plate mesoderm (LPM), intermediate mesoderm (IM), PXM and somites, see Table 
S1) with 91% of the 23 marker genes being mesodermal according to (Koch et al., 2017) 
(Fig. 3A and Table S3). Cluster 3 is constructed mostly from preNeuro cells and has a neural 
identity characterized by genes related to the spinal cord and the nervous system. 85% of 
the 13 marker genes of cluster 3 defined as neural based on the report of (Koch et al., 2017) 
(Fig. 3A and Table S3). Finally, cluster 4 is mostly composed of preMeso cells and, as 
defined in Koch et al. 2017, 34% of the 32 marker genes match to Group 3 (LPM and IM) but 
with additional genes affiliated to endoderm and IM (Table S1 and Table S3).  
Our clustering suggests that cluster 1 has an NMP signature since it highlights genes like 
Nkx1-2, Cdx1-4, Fgf8, Grsf1, Epha5 and Cystm1, all associated with NMPs (Cambray and 
Wilson, 2007; Edri et al., 2019; Gouti et al., 2014; Gouti et al., 2017; Henrique et al., 2015; 
Koch et al., 2017; Wymeersch et al., 2016; Wymeersch et al., 2019). Furthermore, it 
suggests that rather thasn being a population of bipotent cells characterized mainly by the 
coexpression of Sox2 and T at the mRNA level, which makes only 29% of cluster 1, the 
ensemble appears to contain some pre-mesodermal (38%) and pre-neural (33%) cells. This 
analysis thus raises a question about the differences between the preMeso and preNeuro 
cells in cluster 1 in comparison to those that are found in clusters 2 and 3. One probable 
explanation is that cluster 1 encompasses very early neural and mesodermal cells, 
embedded in the NMP region of the mouse embryo, whereas the others clusters contain 
committed cells, similarly to what was found in Koch et al. 2017. Indeed, cluster 1 includes 
genes that have been previously linked to the NMP profile together with genes that have 
neural or mesodermal characteristics. Based on the work of Koch et al. 2017 out of the 28 
marker genes defining cluster 1, two genes (Ptk7 and Fgf8) are linked to Group 1 (axial 
elongation and trunk development); 15 genes (Epha5, Nkx1-2, Cdx,2,4, Cystm1, Acot7, 
Stmn2, Fgf17, Lhpp, Mgst1, Lix1, Hoxc4, Ccnjl, Sp8 and Oat) are linked to Group 4 (early 
neural) and the rest of the genes are either expressed in the embryo CLE at around E8.5 
(Grsf1, Cdx1, Hoxb9, Hoxc9, Wnt5b), exhibit neural (Hes3, Ncam1, Pmaip1) or mesodermal 
(Evx1, Hes7, Foxb1 which also express in the neural plate) progenitors characteristic (see 
Table S1 for references). 
Having identified a gene based structure for the E8.25 CLE embryo the next step was to 
build an SVM classifier that would learn the gene profile of the 4 different clusters found in 
the embryo data. After testing its performance and its stability on the embryo (Fig. 3B, 
Materials and Methods), the SVM was used to assign cells of the in vitro populations to the 4 
classes (clusters) based on their gene expression.   
To build a robust and accurate classifier selecting the input features (genes) that the SVM 
needs to learn was an important task. Hence, we first wanted to identify the informative 
genes associated with the 4 clusters. To do this and to avoid the underrepresentation of 
genes that were not previously linked to the NMPs, we used the whole set of qualified genes 
(14,822). The selection of the genes was done by computing the MI between the genes and 
the 4 clusters (Materials and Methods, Table 4), which resulted in 82 informative genes that 
were used as features input to the SVM. The feature selection process leads to a classifier 
that by reading the expression of these 82 genes can correctly classify 97% of the input cells 
(Fig. 3B, Table 4). 60% of the 82 informative genes are identical to the 96 marker genes of 
the 4 clusters, whereas 40% of the genes include genes like T, Hoxc8, Hoxb8, Cdkn1c, 




















A comparison between the in vitro and in vivo cell populations 
We used the SVM established from the embryo data to explore the structure and nature of 
the in vitro populations. To do this, we first needed to ensure that the input cells from the in 
vitro populations, did not contain cells with gene expression patterns which the SVM had not 
been trained on, as we only want to test the cells with similarity to the E8.25 caudal region 
(Fig. 3A and step 1 in Fig. 4A). Similarly to the in silico dissection of the CLE from the 
embryo cells, we selected cells coexpressing Sox2 and T; cells expressing Sox2 and Nkx1-2 
but not T and cells expressing T but not Sox2, Mixl1 or Bmp4. This step resulted in filtering 
out a higher number of cells from the ES-NMP condition (45%) in comparison to the other 
conditions (~30%), consistent with the previously noted heterogeneity. Feeding the 
remaining CLE-like cells to the classifier with the expression of the 82 informative genes, 
which are the features the SVM had been trained on and needs to perform the classification 
task, resulted in the assignment of  probabilities for each cell to be classified to each of the 4 
classes (Fig. 4A). Since the true classification of the in vitro cells is not known and since 
there might be some hidden classes in the in vitro populations that were not trained using 
the embryo data, only the cells with minimum probability of 0.8 are assigned to the class with 
the highest probability amongst the 4 classes and proceeded to the next step (see the 
probability plot under Step 6 in Fig. 4A: probability of 0.8 is indicated by the red line, see also 
Materials and Methods). Again, in this step the highest filter of cells (50%) was observed in 
the ES-NMP condition compared to the others (~30-35%), suggesting that this condition 
produce high quantity of cells that do not correspond to the E8.25 embryo CLE. The last 
step (step 7 Fig. 4A) was to summarize the distribution of the cells of each sample across 
the 4 classes. Most of the qualified cells (Fig. 4A, Table of step 6) from ES-NMP (84%) and 
Epi-NMP (73%) were allocated to class 1 (step 7 Fig. 4A), which is associated with the 
NMPs signature. On the other hand, more than 90% of the qualified cells (Fig. 4A, Table of 
step 6) from Epi-CE (91%) and Epi-CE-T (97%) were classified to class 4 (step 7 Fig. 4A), 
which is characterized by the expression of mesodermal and endodermal genes. Class 2 
and class 3, which have mesodermal and neural differentiation characteristics, did not attract 
many cells from the different samples suggesting that the in vitro cells, passed through this 
pipeline, are not very differentiated.  
Figure 4B shows the average expression of the 96 marker genes of the 4 clusters in the in 
vitro cell populations. This result emphasizes that the same classes from different samples 
clustered together, which displays the similarity of the cells from different conditions 
assigning to the same class. In addition, it shows that the in vitro cells exhibit the expression 
of marker genes for the 4 classes found in the embryo, demonstrating that the SVM pipeline 
detects the in vitro cells in agreement with the learned embryo cells.                    
 
A node-like population induced in vitro 
The finding that Epi-CE and Epi-CE-T, classified mainly to class 4 and that Epi-CE is the 
origin of Epi-NMP (Materials and Methods, (Edri et al., 2019)) led us to investigate further 
the identity of cluster 4. As a first step, we arranged all the qualified cells out of the SVM 
pipeline (Fig. 4A, Table of step 6) into a pseudotime ordering using TSCAN, a Biocounductor 
R package version 1.16.0, (Ji and Ji, 2017) (Materials and Methods). This analysis revealed 
that class 4 cells (red cells in Fig. 5A) are split into 2 pseudotime ranges, with class 1 cells 
(blue cells in Fig. 5A) forming a bridge between these two classes. This result lends support 
to the possibility that Epi-NMP cells (mainly classified to class 1) are derived from Epi-CE 
(class 4 mainly composed from Epi-CE and Epi-CE-T). It also raises the existence of two 
different populations in Epi-CE. When exploring the highly expressed genes that define the 2 
pseudotime ranges of class 4 (Fig. 5A, Materials and Methods and Table S5), we observed 
that the later range is defined by genes associated with rapidly dividing cells, whereas the 
early one doesn’t show this enrichment (Fig. 5A). This observation suggests the existence, 
in class 4, of a group of cells in a phase of large expansion. Similar results were obtained by 



















2.10.1 (Qiu et al., 2017a; Qiu et al., 2017b; Trapnell et al., 2014), where class 4 is divided to 
2 groups: an early one that contains Epi-CE-T cells and a later one mainly composed from 
Epi-CE. Class 1, which is composed from Epi-NMP and ES-NMP, are a later population in 
the pseudotime range, in comparison to class 4 (Epi-CE conditions). This result indicates 
that class 1 is derived from class 4, which is true in culture (Epi-NMP derived from Epi-CE) 
and in the embryo: the CE will harbour the NMP in a later state.    
The presence of endodermal and mesodermal markers in class 4 is surprising as it suggests 
the existence of a cell type in the embryo caudal region, that would be associated with these 
germ layers. One structure that could fit this criterion is the node (Blum et al., 2007; Lee and 
Anderson, 2008; Martinez Arias and Steventon, 2018), a structure that appears at E7.5, 
contains the progenitors of the axial mesoderm (Beddington, 1982; McGrew et al., 2008; 
Tam and Beddington, 1987) and has been associated with the NMPs (Albors and Storey, 
2016; Garriock et al., 2015; Henrique et al., 2015; Wymeersch et al., 2016). Thus, we 
considered the possibility that class 4 contains node cells.  
At a very coarse level, the node can be identified as cells expressing combinations of three 
genes; Foxa2, Nodal and T (Fig. 5B (Davidson and Tam, 2000; Jeong and Epstein, 2003a; 
Lee and Anderson, 2008; Shiratori and Hamada, 2006)). Applying this coarse definition, we 
detected node-like cells in our in vitro samples with a very high representation in class 4 
(Fig. ). The allocation of a node identity to cells in class 4 is not a bias of the sample size, as 
a statistical test controlling the size of the classes yielded that class 4 has the highest 
proportion of node-like cells is statistically significant (𝑝 − 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 < 0.001, Materials and 
Methods). To further test this coarse identification of node-like cells, we gathered a list of 
additional genes associated with the structure and function of the node e.g. Shh, Ccno and 
Chrd (Davidson and Tam, 2000; Funk et al., 2015; Jeong and Epstein, 2003a; Lee and 
Anderson, 2008; Shiratori and Hamada, 2006; Tam and Behringer, 1997) and tested for their 
expression in class 4 as can be seen in Figure 5D.  
Having identified node-like cells in our in vitro populations we thought we could use the 
dynamic changes in this region of the embryo to stage our in vitro populations. For example, 
at the time of its appearance the node expresses Oct4 and Otx2 however by E8.0-8.5 the 
expression of these genes have disappeared from the node (Cajal et al., 2012; Downs, 
2008). The expression of Oct4 is particularly diagnostic for this transition.  
Moreover, we checked the proportion of the node-like cells in the 2 pseusotime ranges of 
class 4, as shown in Table 1, however no difference was found. This result, supports our 
hypothesis that these two populations are very similar, however one of them represents an 
amplifying population versus the second one which is more stable in terms of size. 
In the in silco E8.25 embryo CLE we found 38 node-like cells (Fig. 6A-B), 30 of which were 
mapped to the embryo class 4 (Fig. 6A). When comparing the node-like cells in class 4 of 
the embryo to those of the in vitro cells, some notable differences become apparent (Fig. 
6B). For example Oct4, which is off in the embryo cells. Since Epi-NMPs express very few 
node genes (Fig. 4A step 7 and Fig. 6C) and no Oct4, first supports our previous assertion 
that it has the closest relationship to the E8.25 CLE region, second that the node-like cells 
are lost in the transition between Epi-CE and Epi-NMP (Fig. 6C) and that the Epi-CE cells 
represent a developmentally earlier cell state than the Epi-NMPs. 
An in vitro functional test of the in vitro induced node-like population 
Previously we showed that the Epi-NMP population has a limited but clear self renewing 
ability in culture when exposed to FGF and Chiron (Edri et al., 2019). These cells maintain T 
and Sox2 expression for at least two passages (Epi-NMP, Epi-meso2, Epi-meso3…) though, 
over time, the levels of NMP markers go down and the cells exhibit a slow increase in the 
expression of differentiation genes associated with neural fates (Edri et al., 2019). In the 
embryo, the self renewing population also decreases with time and this is associated with 
the node disappearance (Steventon and Martinez Arias, 2017; Wymeersch et al., 2016). 



















loss of node-like cells. To test this, we added node-like cells from Epi-CE to Epi-NMP and 
passaged the mixed sample to make Epi-meso2, then we checked whether the addition of 
node-like cells could maintain the levels of T expression. 
The experiment is described in Figure 6d: as a source of NMP-like cells we used a 
Ubiquitin::tomato cell line and as a source of node cells, a Nodal::YFP cell line. Both were 
cultured to produce Epi-CE: Epi-CE RFP (from Ubiquitin::tomato cell line) and Epi-CE Nodal 
(from Nodal::YFP cell line). The Epi-CE RFP were further grown to make Epi-NMP (Epi-
NMP RFP). After two days of culturing Epi-NMP RFP, we plated a mixture that equally 
consists of Epi-NMP RFP positive cells and Epi-CE Nodal positive YFP cells (Fig. 6D, Fig. 
S8A-B, Materials and Methods). The mixture (Epi-meso2) was cultured for 4 days (Fig. 6D) 
until sorting the cells to RFP positive (sample named: EM2-RFP+4d, contains only the 
Ubiquitin::tomato cells) and RFP negative (sample named: EM2-RFP-4d, contains 
Nodal::YFP cells and might contain Ubiquitin::tomato cells that didn’t express RFP, Fig. S8C 
and Materials and Methods). These populations of cells were compared to the EM2-RFP4d, 
which are only Epi-NMP RFP cells cultured for 4 days to make Epi-meso2 (Fig. 6D, 
Materials and Methods).  
Addition of node-like cells to the Epi-NMP population elevates the level of T and Foxa2, 
maintains the expression of Cdx2 and Nkx1-2 and decreases the level of neural fate 
markers: Sox2 and Sox1 (Figure 6E and Figure S9 EM2-RFP4d versus EM2-RFP+4d). In 
addition, there is no much difference in the expression of Tbx6, Hoxc6, Fgf8 and Cyp26a1, 
when comparing those genes between EM2-RFP4d and EM2-RFP+4d.  
This result, aligned with what we previously showed (Edri et al., 2019), suggests that node-
like cells are necessary to maintain the relative levels of Sox2 and T and buffer the tendency 
that the Epi-NMPs have towards the neural fate when passaging them in culture. 
Discussion  
Over the last few years, ESCs have emerged as a useful experimental system to study 
mammalian development. While they are no substitute for the embryo, they have some 
advantages when addressing processes that happen early in development, when material 
and experimental accessibility are scarce. However, their validation as an experimental 
system depends on testing how the events observed in culture relate to those taking place in 
the embryo. Here we have used mouse PSCs to analyse, at the single cell level, the origin 
and structure of NMPs, a bipotent population that is thought to give rise to the spinal cord 
and the paraxial mesoderm. As an important reference for our study we have used a single 
cell data set from E8.25 embryos, the stage at which NMPs are first distinguishable.  
Analysis of NMPs derived from PSCs suggests that different protocols produce 
heterogeneous populations in terms of gene expression (Edri et al., 2019). To gain insights 
into these heterogeneities and their origins, we have performed a single cell transcriptomics 
analysis of the different populations. As a reference, we have used data from E8.25 embryos 
out of which we have dissected in silico the CLE/NSB region based on T, Sox2 and Nkx1-2 
expression patterns, as cells that express these genes are often identified as NMPs. Our 
results suggest that, by this stage, these cells are distinct from those in the pluripotent 
epiblast. The transition between the states appears to be associated with the loss of 
expression of Cdh1, Oct4, Fst and Otx2 and the gain of expression of Cdh2 and Cyp26a1 
amongst others (Fig.1 and Fig.S1). Our results contrast with those of a recent study which 
allocated expression of Cdh1 and Oct4 to NMPs at E8.5 (Gouti et al., 2017). Analysis of 
published gene expression patterns (Fig.1, Fig.S1 and Table S1) supports our conclusions 
that these markers are associated with the pluripotent epiblast. It might be that changes in 
the transcription of these genes happens abruptly at around E8.25 and that there is a 
difficulty in staging the embryos. The transition from pluripotent epiblast to the bipotent cells 
in the CLE/NSB region can be detected in our vitro samples as represented by the transition 



















As a reference for the in vitro derived populations, we used a clustering algorithm on existing 
datasets (Ibarra-Soria et al., 2018; Pijuan-Sala et al., 2019). to classify populations in the 
embryo: class 1 with NMP signature; class 2 with mesodermal signature; class 3 with neural 
signature and class 4 with extraembryonic, endoderm and IM signature. Class 1 contains 
cells coexpressing Sox2 and T and cells in a pre neural or mesodermal state, i.e. not all of 
them coexpress exclusively Sox2 and T. This observation emphasizes the notion that the 
coexpression of Sox2 and T alone is not a valid definition, or at least it is not an absolute 
structural condition, for NMPs (see also (Edri et al., 2019)). It also raises the possibility that 
an NMP population is not only a collection of  Sox2 and T coexpressing cells (Gouti et al., 
2014; Gouti et al., 2017; Turner et al., 2014), but includes a heterogeneous population of 
mesodermal and neural poised and early differentiated cells. This situation is reminiscent of 
many stem and progenitor cell populations and suggests that, as in some of those cases 
(Huang, 2009; Moris et al., 2016; Pina et al., 2012), these different cell populations are in 
dynamic equilibrium. A suggestion has been made that differentiation from the T/Sox2 
expressing population is a stochastic event biased by cell signalling (Gouti et al., 2017), our 
results support that observation but also suggest that the NMP population includes 
differentiation poised cells.  
 
The structure of the E8.25 caudal region inferred from our analysis was used as a reference 
for the study of the in vitro derived populations. To do this, we used the four classes derived 
from the embryo data to build an SVM classification model that allowed us to allocate cells 
from the different protocols to our reference. We find that the ESC based protocol contains 
few cells allocated to the E8.25 embryo CLE, but that the EpiSCs samples are enriched. 
Furthermore, we find that Epi-NMP cells, which are derived from Epi-CE (Materials and 
Methods) contain the most E8.25 CLE-like cells (>70% of the selected cells, Fig. 4A) and 
most of them map to class 1. Furthermore, we find many E8.25 CLE-like cells in the Epi-CE 
population (>60% of the selected cells, Fig. 4A), but in contrast with Epi-NMPs, these cells 
predominantly map to class 4. Interestingly, very few cells of the Epi-CE descendant, Epi-
NMP, map to class 4. A detailed analysis of class 4 reveals that it has a large representation 
of node-like cells and, interestingly, of the floor plate. The floor plate in the embryo shares 
many features with the node and its main derivative, the notochord. This allocation is 
confirmed by the identification of node-like cells in the embryo reference data.  
The representation of cells from two different sequentially induced in vitro populations to one 
embryonic stage is, at first sight surprising, however we believe that there is an explanation. 
The CLE at E8.25 is derived from an earlier caudal region, at E7.5, whose most prominent 
feature is the node, that is maintained until E9.0. Thus, at E8.25 the embryo does have a 
signature of an early stage in the node. The representation of node cells in Epi-CE but not 
much in its progeny, Epi-NMP, suggests that, in adherent culture the conditions are not 
conducive to the maintenance of the node. What we find interesting, given the relationship 
between Epi-CE and Epi-NMP, is the presence of NMP-like cells in the Epi-NMP population. 
This lead us to speculate that in the embryo there might be a very close relationship 
between the emergence of the node and of the NMPs, something that has been suggested 
before (Albors and Storey, 2016; Garriock et al., 2015; Henrique et al., 2015; Wymeersch et 
al., 2016; Wymeersch et al., 2019). 
 
We find two interesting features of the possible relationship between these two populations. 
The first one is the observation that within the Epi-CE population there is a subpopulation in 
a high proliferative state and second, that there appears to be a relationship between a node 
population and the maintenance of the T and Sox2 expression ratio. These observations led 
us to suggest that, in the embryo, NMP population arise early in development, near the node 
and that the node might play a role in its maintenance and amplification at that early stage. A 
need for amplification of the initial NMPs pool could be likely explained by the size of the 
primordia relatively to the size of the tissue that needs to be generated. It is not clear how 



















2019) might be important. A relationship between the node and axial elongation can be 
gauged from the effect of mutations in which the node is absent. This leads to a loss of T 
expression in the caudal region of the embryo and severe truncations (Ang and Rossant, 
1994; Davidson and Tam, 2000; Weinstein et al., 1994). In this context, there might be an 
effect of Oct4 as we observe a clear transition in the behaviour of the in vitro populations 
whether they express Oct4 (Epi-CE) or not (Epi-NMP). This transition might correspond to 
the proliferative amplification phase and the start of the differentiation phase of the NMPs.  
Oct4 might create a molecular context for Sox2; as long both are expressed the cells in the 
epiblast are multipotent and only when Oct4 is downregulated, Sox2 becomes engaged in 
neural differentiation. It will be interesting to test this hypothesis. 
Our study highlights the value of comparing embryonic and in vitro derived cell populations. 
This not only can provide useful information for the derivation of specific populations but 
might also generate hypothesis and thus provode insights into normal development which 
might not be obtainable by classical genetic methods. 
Materials and Methods  
ESC Culture and routine cell culture 
E14-Tg2A, Bra::GFP (Fehling et al., 2003), Nodal::YFP (Papanayotou et al., 2014) and 
Sox17::GFP Ubiquitin::Tomato (Niakan et al., 2010) mouse ESCs were cultured in tissue-
culture plastic flasks coated with 0.1% gelatine in PBS (with Calcium and Magnesium), filled 
with GMEM (Gibco, UK) supplemented with non-essential amino acids, sodium pyruvate, 
GlutaMAXTM, β-mercaptoethanol, foetal bovine serum and LIF. Cell medium was changed 
daily and cells passaged every other day. 
The differentiation protocols are as the following: 
ES-NMP 
E14-Tg2A cells were plated at a density of 4.44x103 cells/cm2 in a 0.1% gelatine coated 
flask with a base medium of N2B27 (NDiff 227, Takara Bio) for 2 days. After 48hr N2B27 is 
supplemented with 3μM of CHIR99021 (Chiron 10mM, Tocris Biosciences) for additional 
24hr, which are in total 72hr. 
EpiSCs 
E14-Tg2A or Bra:GFP were grown on a 0.5% Plasma Fibronectin (FCOLO, 1mg/ml, 
Temecula) in PBS (with Calcium and Magnesium) coated culture flask with N2B27 
supplemented with 12ng/ml FGF2 (R&D systems, 50µg/ml) and 25ng/ml Activin A (Stem 
Cells Institute 100μg/ml), known as Epi-media, for at least 4 passages. These cells 
considered as EpiSCs. Those cells can be tested to be EpiSC by seeding them in a colony 
assay density (67 cells/cm2) in restricted medium (2i: N2B27 supplemented with 3μM Chiron 
and 1μM PD0325901 (PD03, Tocris Biosciences, 10mM)), resulting in no growth of cells, 
ensuring that the cells are no longer in the naïve pluripotent state and they moved on to the 
prime pluripotent state (data are not shown). 
Epi-CE and Epi-CE-T 
EpiSCs were plated at a 5x104 cells/cm2 density in a 0.5% Fibronectin pre-coated flask with 
Epi-media for the first day. Day 2 is followed by increasing the concentration of FGF2 to 
20ng/ml in the base medium of N2B27 and removing Activin A. On day 3, N2B27 is 
supplemented with 3μM Chiron which is added to the 20ng/ml FGF2. After 72hr those cells 
known as the Epi-CE. This protocol is a variation of one that has been used to derive NMP-
like cells from human ESCs (Lippmann et al., 2015). Epi-CE-T were cultured from Bra:GFP 
cell line at the same way as Epi-CE with the modification that after 72 hours the cells were 





















Epi-CE cells were detached from the culture flask using Accutase (BioLegend 0.5Mm) and 
seeded on a flask coated with 0.5% Fibronectin at a dense of 5x104 cells/cm2. The cells were 
grown for 2 days in N2B27 supplemented with 20ng/ml FGF2 and 3μM Chiron.  
Single cells transcriptomic 
10x Genomics single cell transcriptomic service was used to sequence our 4 different 
samples. 8,700 cells from each sample were loaded into the 10x Chromium system. The 
preparation of the libraries and the Illumina sequencing (HiSeq 4000) was done by the 
Cambridge 10X genomics services. Cell Ranger version 1.3.1 (10x Genomics) was used to 
process raw sequencing data and the Seurat R package version 2.0 (Butler and Satija, 
2017; Macosko et al., 2015) was used to read the data from Cell Ranger to R and build the 
expression matrix. Gene expression was quantified by UMI counts. The final output was a 
matrix of genes versus cells, utilized for further analysis. 
Embryo data 
In this work, we used the published transcriptomic single cell data from 3 mouse embryos 
females and males at E8.25 (Ibarra-Soria et al., 2018; Pijuan-Sala et al., 2019) including 
their extra-embryonic tissues. These embryos were dissociated to single cells and 
processed on a 10X microfluidic chip. The resulting libraries were sequenced on an Illumina 
HiSeq 2500, subsequent in total 7,006 cells out of which 4,706 are male cells and 2,300 are 
female cells.  
Single cell data clean up and quality control 
Using Scater package in R (McCarthy et al., 2017), the expression matrix was cleaned in the 
4 following aspects: 1) UMI counts – drawing the histogram of the RNA UMI total counts per 
cell, allowed us to set a threshold of above 8,000 UMI counts in a cell, ensuring a sufficient 
sequencing depth for each cell; 2) detected genes – from the histogram of total detected 
genes in a cell we set a threshold of above 2,500 unique genes in a cell, ensuring the reads 
are distributed across the transcriptome; 3) mitochondrial genes expression – plotting the 
per cent of mitochondrial genes counts in a cell versus the total detected genes in a cell, 
allowed us to set a threshold of 20%, ensuring the cells to be further analyse are not likely to 
be dead or stressed; 4) Gene filtering – undetectable genes were filtered out by setting a 
threshold of having at least two cells containing more than 1 UMI of a gene. After the clean 
up the number of cells and total genes are presented in Table 2. 
The UMI count normalization, which is necessary to make accurate comparison of gene 
expression between samples, was done by first scaling the counts of each gene in a cell to 
the total counts in that cell per million counts (known as counts per million, CPM). Then the 
log2(CPM+1) was calculated for each gene, this is the normalized gene expression (the 1 
was added to the CPM to keep zero counts as zero in the binary logarithm scale).   
Seurat clustering 
We used Seurat, R package version 2.3.4 (Butler et al., 2018; Stuart et al., 2018), for 
clustering which is based on a community detection approach. This package calculates 
highly variable genes and focuses on them for downstream analysis. It calculates the 
average expression and dispersion for each gene, places these genes into bins, and then 
calculates a z-score for dispersion within each bin. This helps control for the relationship 




















Visualization of the single cell data using SPRING (Weinreb et al., 2017)  
SPRING is composed of the following steps:  
1. Filters cells with fewer 1000 UMIs. 
2. Filters genes with average expression > 0.05 UMIs/cell. 
3. Normalize gene expression that every cell has the same total reads. 
4. filters for genes with average expression > 0.1 and Fano factor > 3. 
5. Z-score normalize expression and reduces dimensionality to a 20 dim PCA space. 
6. Compute distance matrix and output k-nearest-neighbour (knn) graph. 
This visualization exhibit how cells are positioned in high-dimension with respect to one 
another. 
Clustering the embryo cells 
The dissection of CLE in silco from the whole mouse embryo was done by selecting cells 
that coexpress Sox2 and T; cells that express Sox2 and Nkx1-2 and don’t express T and 
cells that express T and don’t express Sox2, Mixl1 and Bmp4 (see text). Before clustering 
the embryo CLE cells, a selection of genes was carried out to guide this action. The 
selection was made to get the focus on the caudal region of the embryo and, importantly, to 
avoid biases towards clustering results led by genes associated with different processes or 
regions; for example, the embryo data is a mixture of male and female embryos and in this 
situation, Xist expression leads to clusters of female and males (unpublished observation). 
The genes that were selected for our analysis were a total of 1,402 genes reported by Koch 
et al. 2017 in a study of the NMPs and the caudal region of the embryo (Koch et al., 2017). 
To this list further genes were added due to their association with the CLE region of the E8.5 
embryo (Edri et al., 2019), reaching a total of 1,471 genes. From this list, genes with zero 
mean expression were removed, yielding a total of 1,342 genes for analysis (Table S2). 
Clustering was performed with the Cell Consensus Clustering (SC3) package in R (Kiselev 
et al., 2017) with the following steps:.  
1. Gene filter – filtering genes that are either expressed in less than 6% of the cells 
(rare genes) or expressed in at least 94% of cells (ubiquitous genes). 
2. Distance matrices calculations – distances between the cells are calculated using 
the Euclidean, Pearson and Spearman matrices.   
3. Transformations – All distance matrices are then transformed using either principle 
component analysis or by calculating the eigenvectors of the associated graph 
Laplacian. 
4. k-means – k-means clustering is performed on the first set of eigenvectors of the 
transformed distance matrices. The number of clusters k is set by the user. 
5. Consensus clustering – a binary similarity matrix is constructed for each individual 
clustering result from the corresponding cell labels obtained in the previous step: if 
two cells belong to the same cluster, their similarity is 1; otherwise the similarity is 0. 
A consensus matrix is calculated by averaging all similarity matrices of the 
individual clustering results. The resulting consensus matrix is clustered using 
hierarchical clustering. 
The clustering of the embryo cells was done between k = 2 and k = 8. The Consensus 
matrices for the different k are shown in Figure S6. The averaged Silhouette width for each 
clustering results is summarized in the table below: 
The silhouette is a quantitative measure represents the consensus matrix diagonally. An 
average silhouette width, which is calculated as the weighted average between the 
silhouette values of each cluster, varies from 0 to 1 and the closest it is to 1 the better the 
clustering is for that value of k. From the consensus matrices on Figure S6 and from the 
averaged silhouette width in Table 3, we estimated that the optimal number of clusters could 
be k = 3 or k = 4. For k = 3, the 3 clusters are: a mixed cluster – containing cells from all the 
3 categories: NMP candidates, preNeuro and preMeso; and the two other, mainly composed 
from preMeso cells (Fig. S6). For k = 4 the clusters are: a mixed cluster composed from all 



















identity and a forth one which is mainly constructed from neural oriented cells (Fig. S6). We 
decided to continue to downstream analysis with k = 4 because of the appearance of a clear 
neural along with mesodermal clusters. K = 4 ensures a representation for all the three cells’ 
categories: NMP candidates, mesodermal and neural cells.       
Marker genes 
Using the SC3 package in R (Kiselev et al., 2017) 96 marker genes were identified for the 4 
obtained clusters (see Table S3). Marker genes are defined as genes that are highly 
expressed in only one of the clusters and can lead to the segregation of one cluster from the 
rest. Finding the marker genes are according to the following steps as was explained in 
(Kiselev et al., 2017): 
1. Constructing a binary classifier for each gene based on comparing the mean 
expression values across the clusters.  
2. Calculating the classifier prediction by comparing the gene expression ranks across 
clusters.  
3. Quantify the accuracy of the prediction by calculating for each gene the area under 
the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve (true positive rate versus false 
positive rate).  
4. Calculating the p-value for each gene by using the Wilcoxon signed rank test: 
comparing the gene ranks in the cluster with the highest mean expression with all 
others.  
5. Setting a threshold for the area under the ROC curve and the p-value to determine 
the marker genes.   
The genes with the area under the ROC curve > 0.65 and with the p-value < 0.01 are 
defined as marker genes. The top 10 marker genes of each cluster are visualized in Fig. 
3A. 
Mutual information between genes and classes 
After identifying the 4 different clusters in the in silico CLE embryo data, the downstream 
analysis was constructed with the whole set of qualified genes (14,822) rather than with the 
genes restricted to CLE (1,342). This step was performed to avoid an underrepresentation of 
genes that were not previously linked to the NMPs. However, there is a need for 
dimensionality reduction to elucidate the data and to feasibly reduce computer calculation 
time. Here, similar to the work of Vanitha et al., 2015  (Vanitha et al., 2015), we used a 
mutual information (MI) technique (Battiti, 1994) to select the informative genes related to 
the 4 clusters. The steps of computing the MI between the clusters (denoted as Y) and 
genes (denoted as X) are the following: 
1. Calculating the clusters entropy: 





Where 𝑝(𝑦) is the probability of each cluster 𝑦 = 1, 2, 3, 4, which is computed based 
on the distribution of the 4 clusters in the embryo data.  
2. Discretization the gene expression values into ten bins and calculating the 
conditional entropy 𝐻(𝑌|𝑋) as the following: 
(2) 𝐻(𝑌|𝑋) = ∑ 𝑝(𝑥)𝐻(𝑌|𝑋 = 𝑥)
𝑥
 
Where 𝑝(𝑥) is the probability of the discretize expression values of a gene across the 
cells population and 𝐻(𝑌|𝑋 = 𝑥) is the clusters entropy given a specific gene 
expression value, calculated following Equation 1. 
3. Computing the MI between the clusters and each gene is accordant the below 
equation: 
(3) 𝑀𝐼(𝑋; 𝑌) = 𝐻(𝑌) − 𝐻(𝑌|𝑋) 
4. Setting a threshold of the MI of all the genes and selecting the informative genes 



















Testing different values of MI between the genes and the clusters in which genes with MI 
above these values determines which genes are selected as input features for building the 
SVM (Table 4). The gene selection step helps to remove many irrelevant genes which 
improves the classification accuracy. As can be seen in Table 4 setting higher threshold to 
the MI value leads to lower number of informative genes that are fed to the classifier and 
influence its performance. Using a MI threshold above 0.15, leads to 82 useful genes without 
damaging the classifier performance. 
Multiclass Support vector machine (SVM)  
In machine learning SVM is a supervised learning model used either to classification or 
regression analysis, introduced in 1992 by Boser, Guyon and Vapnik (Boser et al., 1992). 
Given a labelled training data, an SVM classifies it by finding the best hyperplane that 
separate all the data points of one class from the other class. The best hyperplane for an 
SVM means the one with the largest margin between the two classes. The support vectors 
are the data points that are on the margins of the separating hyperplane. New data points 
are then mapped into the same space and predicted to belong to a specific class based on 
which side of the hyperplane they fall. It often happens that the sets to discriminate are not 
linearly separable in a finite dimensional space. In that case a kernel function is used to map 
the original finite dimensional space into a much higher dimensional space, making the 
separation easier in that space. The selection of an appropriate kernel function is important, 
since it defines the space in which the training set will be classified. Exploring of the different 
kernel function can be found in our manuscript in preparation, here we show the result of the 
linear kernel function.   
The classification problem in this work is multiclass classification rather than a binary 
classification. To face this problem, the dominant approach is to reduce the single multiclass 
problem into multiple binary classification problems. Using the R package e1071 version 
1.6.8 (Meyer et al., 2017), the “one-against one” approach was selected in which 𝑛(𝑛 − 1)/2 
binary classifiers are trained where 𝑛 is the number of classes (in this work 𝑛 = 4); the 
appropriate class is assigned by the majority output of a voting scheme.   
Choosing SVM in this work as a classifier was due to its high accuracy and its ability to deal 
with high dimensional data as was proven previously in large scale image classification and 
gene expression data (Abdullah et al., 2011; Jiang et al., 2007; Lin et al., 2011; Vanitha et 
al., 2015). 
To train the SVM and test the its performance a leave one out cross validation (LOOCV) 
method was used. In this method, the train data is 𝑁 − 1 cells, where 𝑁 is the total number 
of cells in the embryo data (498 cells) and the remaining  𝑁𝑡ℎ cell is used for testing the 
model and the same is repeated 𝑁 times such that each cell is tested, classified and 
contributing to the model performance (Fig. 3B). The informative genes that passed the MI 
threshold were used as input features to the SVM. The LOOCV method makes the best use 
of the available data, especially when the number of samples is small (498 cells), and avoids 




















Predicting the class of the in vitro cells 
1. Selecting the CLE cells in the same way it was done in the embryo data.  
2. Selecting the same informative genes that were used to build the SVM on the 
embryo data.  
3. Inserting the expression matrix of the in vitro cells as an input to the SVM.  
4. The output is the probabilities of each cell to be assigned to any of the 4 trained 
clusters.  
5. Choosing the dominant class that the cell was assigned in agreement with the 
maximum probability out of the 4 probabilities (see the plot under Step 6 in Fig. 4A).  
6. Since the true classification of the cells is not known and since there might be some 
hidden classes in the in vitro data that were not trained using the embryo data, a 
harsh constrain needs to be taken: only the cells with minimum probability of 0.8 to 
be assigned to the dominant class are proceeded to the next step (see the probability 
plot under Step 6 in Fig. 4A: probability of 0.8 is indicated by the red line).  
7. Classification results: only the qualified cells from the previous step are assigned to 
any of the 4 classes.  
Pseudotime analysis 
The cells from the in vitro samples: ES-NMP, Epi-CE, Epi-CE-T and Epi-NMP, that were 
classified to the 4 classes (the qualified output cells from the SVM pipeline), went through a 
pseudotemporal cell ordering. For pseudotime reconstruction of single cell RNA-seq data 
there are not a lot of available tools that have been systematically tested and have easily 
accessible software. Moreover, in this work we are analysing a heterogeneous cell 
population of different conditions rather than cells from a time course experiment, hence the 
supervised pseudotime reconstruction approaches are not applicable and one should rely on 
unsupervised methods. We decided to use TSCAN, the Biocounductor R package version 
1.16.0, (Ji and Ji, 2017), since it demonstrated reliable unsupervised pseudotime 
reconstruction results compared to alternative methods (Ji and Ji, 2017). 
TSCAN first clusters the cells then it builds a minimum spanning tree to connect the clusters. 
The branch of this tree that connects the largest number of clusters is the main branch which 
is used to determine the psedotime order of the cells. This algorithm does not detect starting 
or ending points and prior biological information is needed to understand the start of the 
pseudotime order. The pseudotime order might represent the underlying developmental 
trajectory.         
Defining the highly expressed genes in the 2 pseudotime ranges of class 4 
1. The cells in class 4 were split to 2 groups based on their pseudotime order:  𝑡𝑝 ≤
1250;  2500 ≤ 𝑡𝑝 ≤ 3700. 
2. Identifying the differential expressed genes between the 2 groups using the two 
sided Wilcoxon rank sum test. The P-value was corrected using the “BY” method of 
Benjamini and Yekutieli (2001). This method controls the false discovery rate and the 
proportion of false discoveries amongst the rejected hypotheses. 
3. 4,569 differential expressed genes were detected by setting the adjusted 𝑃 −
𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 ≤ 0.01. 
4. The mean expression of the 4,569 genes across the cells in each group was 
calculated. 
5. Log2 fold between the mean expression of the 2 groups was calculated and the 
highly expressed genes in each group were defined as the genes that their log2 fold 
is above 1, resulting in 24 genes in the early pseudotime range and 178 genes in the 
later range (Table S5). 
6. Using the ccRemover R package version 1.0.4 (Barron and Li, 2016) each gene from 
the identified highly expressed genes could be identified as cycling gene. 55% of the 
highly expressed genes in the later pseudotime range group are defined as cycling 
genes, whereas the cells in the earlier range don’t show this enrichment (no cycling 



















Statistical test for controlling the sample size 
Class 4 is approximately twice the size of class 1, and the node-like cells were assigned 
almost exclusivity to class 4. Hence, one might think that the different size of the classes 
might bias the finding of the node-like cells in class 4. The statistical test that was design in 
this case was aim to control for the size of the classes: randomly 570 cells (half of class1) 
were selected from class 1 and class 4, and the null hypothesis is that there is no difference 
in the number of the node-like cells between class 1 and class 4. This step was repeated 
1,000 times, resulting that in 1,000 of the cases class 4 contained more node cells than 
class 1, means that the calculated 𝑝 − 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 < 0.001 and the null hypothesis was rejected.  
Culturing Nodal-YFP cells and ubiquitous-tomato cells 
Nodal::YFP and Sox17::GFP Ubiquitin::Tomato cells were cultured under the Epi-CE 
protocol, we name these cells Epi-CE Nodal and Epi-CE RFP (for red fluorescent protein) 
respectively. The Epi-CE RFP were further grown to make Epi-NMP (Epi-NMP RFP). After 
two days of culturing Epi-NMP RFP, we plated a mixture that consists of 50% Epi-NMP RFP 
positive RFP cells and 50% of positive YFP cells of Epi-CE Nodal, at a total dense of 5x104 
cells/cm2 (Fig. S8A-B). Since after sorting the cells they might be in stress, we decided to 
culture the mixture for 4 days and not for the normal period of 2 days to let the cells to 
recover. The mixture was grown in N2B27 supplemented with 20ng/ml FGF2 and 3μM 
Chiron to make Epi-meso2 (EM2), until sorting the cells to RFP positive (sample named: 
EM2-RFP+4d, contains only the Ubiquitin::Tomato cells) and RFP negative (sample named: 
EM2-RFP-4d, contains Nodal::YFP cells and might contain Ubiquitin::Tomato cells that didn’t 
express RFP, see Fig. S8C). This population of cells were compared to the EM2-RFP4d, 
which are 100% cells of Epi-NMP RFP plated in a flask and cultured for 4 days in N2B27 
supplemented with 20ng/ml FGF2 and 3μM Chiron to make Epi-meso2. Total RNA was 
isolated from the 3 samples: EM2-RFP4d, EM2-RFP+4d and EM2-RFP-4d using Trizol. First 
strand cDNA synthesis was performed with Superscript III system (Invitrogen) and the 
quantification of double-stranded DNA obtained with specific genes designed primers, using 
QuantiFast SYBR Green PCR Master Mix (Qiagen) and the standard cycler program 
(Qiagen RotorGene Q). The qPCR was done in technical triplicates. The primers that have 
been used are available in Table 6. Expression values were normalized against the 
housekeeping gene Ppia. Here are the steps to calculate the normalized gene expression 
values: 
1. Identifying the Ct (threshold cycle) for each gene (technical triplicates) and 
calculating the expression values (2-Ct).  
2. Calculating the average and the standard deviation (std) for each gene from the 
triplicate expression values. 
3. Dividing the average and the std of each gene in the expression value of Ppia. 
4. The gene expression across the different conditions was scaled between 0 to 1.    
 
Cell sorting 
Epi-CE Nodal cells were sorted according to their YFP positive fluorescence in a MoFlo 
sorter (Beckman Coulter) using 488nm laser with emission filter of 530/40 (Fig. S8A) and 
Epi-NMP RFP cells were sorted according to their RFP positive fluorescence using 647nm 
laser with emission filter of 610/20 (see Fig. S8B). Cells were collected, counted and 
replated in N2B27 supplemented with 20ng/ml FGF2 and 3μM Chiron medium to make the 
mixture of 50% Epi-CE Nodal YFP positive cells with 50% of Epi-NMP RFP positive cells, as 
it was described above. After 4 days, the mixture was sorted to RFP positive and negative 
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Figure 1. Organization and gene expression patterns in the E8.5 mouse embryo caudal region. 
Top, ventral view; bottom: lateral (a) and medial (b) views. The caudal region of the embryo is derived 
from the posterior epiblast of E7.5 (green in Fig. S1) when the primitive streak (pink) reaches the most 
distal region of the embryo and the node (purple) appears. This region proliferates and undergoes 
several morphogenetic events which lead to the organization visible at E8.5 and indicated in the 






















Figure 2. Visualization of the samples and their gene expression along the 7 clusters. A-B. 
tSNE plots coloured by 7 detected clusters (A) and the sample names (B). B. In the right-hand side, 
the clusters composition of cells from different samples composition can be found. Y-axis represents 
the percentage of cells from different conditions (colourful bars) in each cluster (x-axis). C. Expression 
of chosen marker genes of pluripotent state, CE (E7.5), CLE, neural, mesoderm and the node along 






















Figure 3. Building SVM based on E8.25 embryo data. A. 498 cells representing the CLE and NSB 
from three E8.25 embryos were dissected in silico and subjected to an unsupervised clustering 
approach (SC3 R package (Kiselev et al., 2017), Materials and Methods). This yielded 4 clusters and 
their marker genes: 1) Pink – genes associated with NMPs; 2) Green – mainly mesodermal genes; 3) 
Dark yellow – genes associated with neural fate, mainly spinal cord; 4) Peach – genes associated 
with endoderm, mesoderm and extra embryonic tissue (Table S1). B. Leave one out SVM workflow: 





















Figure 4. Classifying the in vitro cells using the SVM trained on the embryo data A. Workflow of 
the classification of the in vitro cells (for details see text and Materials and Methods). B. Average 
expression of the 96 marker genes found in the embryo of each of the 4 classes, in the in vitro 
samples classified to the 4 classes. Rows of the expression heatmap are hierarchy clustered. Blue-






















Figure 5. Class 4 contains node-like cells. A. Pseudotemporal order of the in vitro cells that were 
classified to the 4 classes. Class 4 is divided to 2 pseudotime ranges: the highly expressed genes in 
the later range contains 55% of cycling genes whereas the early one doesn’t contain any cycling 
genes (Materials and Methods). B. E8.5 mouse embryo node: illustration of a sagittal view of the 
embryo shows the expression of T (red) in the NSB (Tsakiridis et al., 2014). Posterior view of the 
embryo exhibits the expression of Nodal (blue) in the node and in the LPM (Shiratori and Hamada, 
2006) and its left (L) right (R) asymmetry. A transverse section (A’A’) reveals the pit and crown cells of 
the node, PXM, LPM, endoderm and the prospective floor plate. The expression of Nodal and Foxa2 
is indicated in blue and green respectively. The pit cells coexpress T and Foxa2 and the crown cells 
express Nodal and T (Davidson and Tam, 2000; Jeong and Epstein, 2003a; Lee and Anderson, 2008; 
Shiratori and Hamada, 2006). C. The distribution of the node-like cells amongst the 4 classes: 
significant higher number of the node-like cells are found in class 4 in comparison to the other 
classes. D. Gene expression heatmap of chosen node genes in class 4. The genes are hierarchically 
clustered and the cells are ordered in accordance with the decreasing expression of Oct4 (Pou5f1). 
Gene expression, which is defined as 𝑙𝑜𝑔2(𝐶𝑃𝑀 + 1) (Materials and Methods), is indicated by the 





















Figure 6. Node cells are needed to maintain the NMPs. A. The distribution of the node cells 
amongst the 4 classes in the embryo. B. Expression of chosen node genes in the embryo class 4. 
Genes and cells are hierarchically clustered. Gene expression which is defined as 𝑙𝑜𝑔2(𝐶𝑃𝑀 + 1), is 
indicated by the blue-red colour bar. C. Proportion of node-like cells in the Epi-CE and Epi-NMP 
samples. D. YFP positive cells of Epi-CE Nodal sample composed of Nodal::YFP cells and RFP 
positive cells of Epi-NMP RFP sample composed of Ubiquitin::Tomato cells, were used to make Epi-
meso2 mixture (Materials and Methods). This mixture was grown for 4 days then the cells were sorted 
based on their RFP fluorescence: RFP positive cells (sample named EM2-RFP+4d) and RFP 
negative cells (sample named EM2-RFP-4d). the control sample is Epi-NMP RFP sample composed 
of 100% Ubiquitin::Tomato cells that was cultured for 4 days in FGF and Chiron to make Epi-meso2 
(sample named EM2-RFP4d). The sorted cells and the control sample were quantified for their mRNA 
of a chosen set of genes using RT-qPCR technique. E. Expression heatmap of 11 genes, obtained by 
RT-qPCR, in cells grown in the 3 conditions, as indicated in Fig. 6D. The normalized expression of 
each gene to the housekeeping gene Ppia was scaled between 0 and 1 across the different 



















Table 1 –  













𝑡𝑝 ≤ 1250 1050 433 41% 
Time 
group 2 
2500 ≤ 𝑡𝑝 ≤ 3700 916 442 48% 
 
 
Sample Total cells Total genes 
ES-NMP 3,133 14,822 
Epi-CE 2,404 14,822 
Epi-CE-T 2,135 14,822 
Epi-NMP 1,108 14,822 
Embryo E8.25 4,183 14,822 
 
Table 2. The number of cells in each sample and the total number of detected genes after single cell 
data clean up. 
 
 




0.8 0.9 0.85 0.78 0.77 0.77 0.72 
 
Table 3. The averaged Silhouette width of the consensus matrices obtained for clusters ranging from 









Misclassified Error rate 
MI > 0.05 455 483 15 3% 
MI > 0.1 158 482 16 3% 



















MI > 0.2 51 477 21 4% 
MI > 0.3 17 464 34 7% 
 
Table 4 – Performance of the SVM with setting different threshold of the MI value 
 
 Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 
Number of cells 1141 264 70 2036 
 
Table 5. The number of the in vitro cells classified to the 4 clusters. 
 
 
 Gene Forward Primer Sequence Reverse Primer Sequence 
1 Cdx2 TCCTGCTGACTGCTTTCTGA CCCTTCCTGATTTGTGGAGA 
2 Cyp26a1 TCTGGGACCTGTACTGTGTGA AAGCCGTATTTCCTGCGCTT 
3 Fgf8 AGGACTGCGTATTCACAGAGAT CATGTACCAGCCCTCGTACT 
4 Foxa2 CATTACGCCTTCAACCACCC GGTAGTGCATGACCTGTTCG 
5 Hoxc6 CCCTCTCTTCTCCCTTGCTC CCACGTCTGACTCCCTGTTT 
6 Nkx1-2 ACAACCACACAAGCCACTGA CCATCCTGGGAACCCTTATT 
7 Nodal AGCCACTGTCCAGTTCTCCAG GTGTCTGCCAAGCATACATCTC 
8 Sox1 AGACAGCGTGCCTTTGATTT TGGGATAAGACCTGGGTGAG 
9 Sox2 CATGAGAGCAAGTACTGGCAAG CCAACGATATCAACCTGCATGG 
10 T CTGGGAGCTCAGTTCTTTCG GTCCACGAGGCTATGAGGAG 
11 Tbx6 CCAGAACCCTAGGATCACACA CCCGAAGTTTCCTCTTCACA 
 





















Table S1 - Genes expression in the mouse embryo 
genes 
Expression in the 







- Pluripotency and 
germ cells 
(Chambers et al., 
2003; Chambers et 
al., 2007) 
Rex1 
- Pluripotency (Toyooka et al., 
2008) 
Esrrb 
- Pluripotency (Festuccia et al., 
2012; Papp and 
Plath, 2012) 
Fgf4 CE E7.5 and some 
expression in the 
CLE E8.5/9: the 
expression moves 
from the primitive 
streak to a region of 
the dorsal CE 
Pluripotency and 




Wright et al., 2003) 
Sox15 
- Pluripotency  (Maruyama et al., 
2005) 
Nanos 
- Germ cells (Tsuda et al., 
2003) 
Tbx3 
- Pluripotency and 
germ cells 
(Pontecorvi et al., 
2008; Russell et 
al., 2015) 
Anxa2 
 Early epiblast (Wang et al., 2015) 
Fgf5 
CE E7.5 Early epiblast (Hebert et al., 
1991; Khoa et al., 
2016) 
Otx2 
CE E7.5 Early epiblast, 
primitive streak 
and node 
(Acampora et al., 
2009; Cajal et al., 
2012) 
Cdh1 
CE E7.5 Pluripotency and 
early epiblast 
(Basilicata et al., 
2016; Cano et al., 
2000; De Vries et 
al., 2004; Redmer 
et al., 2011) 
Oct4 (Pou5f1) 
CE E7.5 Pluripotency, early 
epiblast, caudal 
epiblast until E8.0 
(Downs, 2008; Shi 
and Jin, 2010) 
Pou3f1 
Expression from 
E5.5 onward.  
Early expression in 
the anterior 
epiblast, later 
expression in the 
nervous system 
(midbrain and 
forebrain) and in 
the peripheral 
nervous system. At 
(Zhu et al., 2014) 

































in mouse inner ear.  
 
(Deng et al., 2014; 
Maskell et al., 
2017) 
Tcf15 




(Davies et al., 
2013) 
Cdh2 
CLE E8.5/9 Primitive streak 
and neural 
progenitors 
(Basilicata et al., 
2016) 
Cdx1, Cdx2, Cdx4 
Both in CE E7.5 
and CLE E8.5/9 
Caudal epiblast 




van Nes, 2005) 
Sox2 
Both in CE E7.5 
and CLE E8.5/9 
Pluripotency, 
neural progenitors 
(Henrique et al., 
2015) 
T 
Both in CE E7.5 
and CLE E8.5/9 
Primitive Streak, 
caudal epiblast, tail 
bud and node. 
(Henrique et al., 
2015) 
Cyp26a1 
CLE E8.5/9 Caudal epiblast 
and tail bud from 
E8.0 
(Sakai et al., 2001; 
Sirbu and Duester, 
2006) 
Nkx1-2 
Both in CE E7.5 
and CLE E8.5/9 
Caudal epiblast 
and tail bud from 
E8.0; preneural 
spinal cord 
(Henrique et al., 
2015; Schubert et 
al., 1995) 
Fgf8 
Both in CE E7.5 
and CLE E8.5/9 
Caudal epiblast 
and tail bud 
(Cunningham et 
al., 2015; Dunty et 




CLE E8.5/9 At E9.0 expression 
in the tail bud. 
(Cooper et al., 
2009) 
Fos, Jun 
 Not known  
Fst1 
CE E7.5 It is turned off in 











al., 2014; Dunty et 





















al., 2008; White et 
al., 2003) 
Meox1 
CLE E8.5/9 Presomitic and 
somatic mesoderm 
(Jukkola et al., 
2005) 
Aldh1a2 
Both in CE E7.5 
and CLE E8.5/9 
Paraxial 





Sirbu and Duester, 
2006) 
Cited1 
CLE E8.5/9 Mesoderm. Early 
kidney 
development,  
progenitors of the 
heart, limb, axial 
skeleton and 
placenta. 
(Boyle et al., 2007; 
Dunwoodie et al., 





Initially Mesp1 was 
expressed at the 
onset of 
gastrulation in the 
primitive streak 
and then in cardiac 
mesoderm. At E7.5 
expression in the 
base of the 
allantois. At E8.0 
Mesp1 is 
expressed on both 
sides of the node.  
(Saga et al., 1996; 
Saga et al., 1997) 
Mesp2 
Initially detected at 
E8.0 
At E8.0 expression 
was detected on 
both sides of the 
node at the same 
locations as for 
Mesp1. From E8.5 
expressed in the 
PSM until E12.5.    
 
(Saga et al., 1997) 
Ifitm1 
CLE E8.5/9 
At E7.5 expression 
in the allantois. 
At E8.5 expression 
in the brain and in 
the neural tube. At 
E9.5 expression in 
the brain, 
primordial gut, the 
somites and the 
PSM. Expression 
in primordial germ 
cells (PGCs). 
(Klymiuk et al., 
2012; Lange et al., 
2003) 























At E10 fibronectin 
matrix enriched at 
intersomitic 
borders. 
(Bajanca et al., 
2004) 
Snai1 
CE E7.5 EMT. (Carver et al., 
2001) 
Bmp2 
Both in CE E7.5 
and CLE E8.5/9 
IM, extra 
embryonic tissue 
(yolk sac and 
allantois), at E8.25 
expression in the 
neural fold and 
LPM. 
(Danesh et al., 
2009) 
Bmp4 
Both in CE E7.5 
and CLE E8.5/9 
embryonic tissue 
(yolk sac and 
allantois), posterior 
part of the embryo, 
at E8.25 high 
expression in the 
posterior LPM, 
neural tube and in 
the caudal 
mesoderm of the 
tail. 
(Danesh et al., 
2009; Lawson et 
al., 1999; Zakin 
and De Robertis, 
2004) 
Evx1 
Both in CE E7.5 
and CLE E8.5/9 
Posterior primitive 
streak. At E8.5 
expression in the 




Kojima et al., 
2014; Schubert et 
al., 1995) 
Mixl1 




endoderm. At E8.5 
some expression 
in the tip of the tail 
bud and in the 
allantois, also 
expression in the 
crown cells of the 
node. 
(Dunty et al., 2014; 
Hart et al., 2002; 
Kojima et al., 
2014; Pearce and 
Evans, 1999; Robb 
et al., 2000; Wolfe 
and Downs, 2014) 
Foxb1 
E8.5 
At E8.5 expression 
in the somites, 
presomitic 
mesoderm and in 
the neural plate  
(Zhao et al., 2007). 
Fgf3 
Both in CE E7.5 
and CLE E8.5/9 
Fgf3 together with 
Fgf8 and Fgf17 are 
expressed in the in 
the primitive 
streak, PSM and 
tail bud. Later 
(E9.5) expressed 
in the ectoderm 
(Bachler and 
Neubüser, 2001; 
Wahl et al., 2007) 



























At E9.5 together 
with Fgf3, Fgf8 and 
Fgf17, is 














detected at E9.5 
Expressed in the 
developing CNS 
(Fischer et al., 
2011) 
Fgf17 
Low expression in 
the primitive streak 







Fgf8 in the 
posterior primitive 






(Maruoka et al., 
1998; Sun et al., 
1999) 
Msx1, Msx2 
Starts at E7.5 At E7.5 expression 





allantois), at E8.0 
expression in the 
LPM and in the 
visceral endoderm 
together with the 
primordial germ 
cells, expression in 
the neural crest. 
(Ishii et al., 2005; 
Sun et al., 2016) 
Osr1 
E8.5 
At E8.5 expression 
in IM. Later 
expression in the 
developing heart, 
limb, lung, and 
craniofacial 
structures. 
(Lan et al., 2011; 
Wang et al., 2005) 
Phlda2  
E8.0-8.5 yolk sac endoderm 
(expression in the 
(Hou et al., 2007; 
Lefebvre, 2012) 


























 Extra embryonic 
endoderm 





in the epiblast 
excluding the 
primitive streak. At 
E8.5 expression 
begins to be 





(Anderson et al., 




At E9.0 present in 
extra embryonic 
tissues, later 
expressed in the 
parietal endoderm. 
(Howe et al., 1988) 
Pax6 
E8.0 in the 
neuroepithelium 
Spinal cord (Bel-Vialar et al., 
2007) 
Pax3 
First detected at 
E8.5 
Expressed in the 
developing spinal 
cord, later (10-12 
day) in the neural 
crest. Also, marker 
of limb muscle 
progenitor cells 
and expression in 
the dorsal neural 
tube.  
(Goulding et al., 
1991; Relaix et al., 
2004) 
Sox1 
Detected at E7.5 
and continue to be 
expressed at E9.5 
Spinal cord: neural 
plate and neural 
tube 
(Pevny et al., 
1998; Wood and 
Episkopou, 1999) 
Sox3 
Sox2 and Sox3 
expressed early in 
the embryo at E6.5 
and at E8.5. 




epiblast. At E7.5 
Sox3 is expressed 
in the posterior 















(Barrionuevo et al., 
2006; Wright et al., 
1995) 





















cardiac valves, and 
neural crest, testis 
and spinal cord 
development. Also 






with Sox6 in 
chondrogenesis. 





Expressed in wide 
range of tissues 
amongst them: the 
central nervous 




buds and liver. 





detected at E9.5 
Expression in the 
peripheral nervous 
system (PNS) and 
in the somites.  
(Fujisawa and 
Kitsukawa, 1998; 
Schwarz et al., 
2009) 
Hes3 
Both in CE E7.5 
and CLE E8.5/9 
At E7.5 expressed 
in the primitive 
streak, at E8.5 
expression in the 
hindbrain, the 








and neural tube. 
(Hitoshi et al., 
2011) 
Hes7 
CLE E8.5 Expression in the 
PSM. 
(Bessho et al., 
2001a; Bessho et 
al., 2001b) 
Ptn 




(Rosenfield et al., 
2012) 
Crabp2 
 At E10.5 can be 
detected in the 
spinal cord. 




First expressed at 
E5.5 and at E7.5 
expression is 
evident in the 
epiblast. 
Expression in the 
posterior visceral 
endoderm (E5.5) 








Both in CE E7.5 
and CLE E8.5/9 
Caudal epiblast 
and tail bud. 
(Cambray and 
Wilson, 2007; 
Cunningham et al., 
2015; Girós et al., 





















2011; Parr Brian A. 
et al., 1993) 
Wnt5a 
CLE E8.5/9 Caudal epiblast 
and tail bud. 
(Yamaguchi et al., 
1999) 
Nodal 





CE E7.5 Marker of the node 
and anterior 
mesendoderm. 
Also expressed in 
the extraembryonic 
tissue. 
(Kojima et al., 
2014; Lu and 
Robertson, 2004) 
Ccno 
CE E7.5-E8.0 Expression in the 
node and in the 
posterior tip of the 
embryo. 
(Funk et al., 2015) 
Zic1, Zic2, Zic3 
From E8.0 to 
E16.5. Expressed 
in the CLE. 
Expression in the 
CNS, somites, limb 
(not Zic1) and eye. 
Around E8.0, all 
the three 
expressed in the 
dorsal spinal cord 
and in the somites, 
Zic1 is evenly 
distributed along 
the AP axis but no 
expression was 
detected in the tail 
bud. Zic2 and Zic3 
are highly 
expressed in the 
head and in the tail 
bud, but weekly in 
the trunk.  
(Nagai et al., 1997) 
Hox5-10 




the last cervical 
vertebrae (ribs) till 






 (Lee et al., 1999) 
 
  






















Table S2 – List of genes that were used to cluster the embryo cells (attached xls file). 
 
 








Table S3 – The marker genes of the 4 clusters of the CLE embryo data (attached xls file).  
 
 




















Table S5 – The highly expressed genes in the 2 pseudotime ranges of class 4 (attached xls file). 
 
 
Click here to Download Table S5 
 
  























Figure S1. Organization and gene expression patterns in the mouse embryo at E7.5. Lateral 
view of the mouse embryo at E7.5 with the anterior side to the left. The illustration on the left-hand 
side indicates the different tissue layers and structures of the embryo, and the one to the right depicts 
the main gene expression pattern in those regions. The sources for the outlines shown here can be 
found in Table S1 and (Edri et al., 2018). 
 























Figure S2. Correction for RNA-seq single cells technical variation. A. PCA and tSNE plots of the 
raw data after completing the quality control for the cells and genes. The plots were performed using 
all genes (14,822 genes) that passed the quality control. B. Batch effects correction using mutual 
nearest neighbour (MNN, (Haghverdi et al., 2018)). 
 






















Figure S3. Correction for RNA-seq single cells technical variation for subset of genes. A. MNN 
batch effects correction using the highly variable genes detected by MNN. B. MNN batch effects 
correction using 1,342 genes of interest gathered from a literature review (see main text and Table 
S2).  
 






















Figure S4. Clustering the embryo dataset and the in vitro populations after batch 
correcting process. Top 10 marker genes characterizing each of the 7 clusters obtained by 
Seurat package.  






















Figure S5. Visualization of gene expression in the in vivo and in vitro populations. 
Expression of chosen marker genes of pluripotent state, CE (E7.5), CLE, neural, mesoderm 
and the node along the different samples.   
 
 






















Figure S6. The averaged Silhouette width and the consensus matrices obtained for the embryo 
CLE for number of clusters: A. k = 2; B. k = 3; C. k = 4 and D. k = 5. Cells that were defined as 
NMP candidates, mesodermal progenitors (preMeso) and neural progenitors (preNeuro) are marked 
in blue, green and pink respectively. 






















Figure S7. Monocle Pseudotemporal order of the in vitro cells. The cells are ordered along the 
pseudotime in the x-axis for every in vitro sample in the y-axis, where the cells that were classified to 
the 4 classes are coloured. 
 
 






















Figure S8. Node like cell with Epi-NMP mixture and sorting. Cells were sorted using a MoFlo 
sorter (Beckman Coulter). Single cells were collected according to the plot of SSC (side scattered 
light) versus FC (forward scattered light) Area (SSC versus FS area plots). The lasers that were used 
are 647nm laser with emission filter of 610/20 to collect the RFP positive cells and 488nm laser with 
emission filter of 530/40 to collect the YFP positive cells (FL8 610/20 versus FL1 530/40 log scale 
plots). A. Epi-CE Nodal sample composed of Nodal::YFP cells that were cultured under the Epi-CE 
protocol. Only the YFP positive cells (R3 rectangle) were used to make the mixture of Epi-meso2 (see 
Materials and Methods). B. Epi-NMP RFP sample composed of Sox17::GFP Ubiquitin::Tomato cells, 
were culture under the Epi-NMP protocol. Only the RFP positive cells (R2 rectangle) were used to 
make the Epi-meso2 mixture together with the Epi-CE Nodal YFP positive cells. C. After growing the 
mixture of Epi-meso2 for 4 days the cells were sorted based on their RFP fluorescence: RFP positive 
cells (R2 rectangle, sample named EM2-RFP+4d) and RFP negative cells (R3 rectangle, sample 
named EM2-RFP-4d). The sorted cells were quantified for their RNA of a chosen set of genes using 
RT-qPCR technique (Materials and Methods).    






















Figure S9. Gene expression of the sorted Epi-meso2 mixture and its control. The RNA 
expression of the sorted cells: EM2-RFP+4d and EM2-RFP-4d and the control sample EM2-RFP4d, 
was quantified for a chosen set of 11 genes using RT-qPCR technique. The bars represent the 
averaged gene expression normalized against the housekeeping gene Ppia across 3 technical 
replicas and the error bars indicate the standard deviation between the triplicates. 
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